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M-PA 101 

Part #6: Mother and Daughter 
By Mark Cobbeldick, KB4CVN    2015-01-03 

INTRODUCTION: 

In this installment, I wanted to go over the heart of the radio: The Control/Logic Board.  Since the only 

control/logic board that supports digital voice is the 081 board, and that is the most common board 

installed into M-PA radios, that will be the primary focus of this installment.  If there is interest from the 

readers, I can cover the other two control/logic boards that were used: ‘Hardcoded’ and the 628. 

081 Control/Logic Board, with major connection points identified. (BOTTOM) 

 

CONNECTIONS TO 

DISPLAY/KNOB FLEX                                                                            CONNECTIONS TO                        

                                                                                                              SPEAKER FLEX JACK  

                                                                                                                ON BOTTOM PLATE 

INTERCONNECTION SOCKETS (x3) FOR DIGITAL VOICE BOARD 
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081 Control/Logic Board, with major connection points identified. (TOP) 

 

Cryptographic Key Zeroize Switch 

(Erases the cryptographic keys when the rear cover is removed) 

 

 

Interconnection Pins to RF Section 

(Contained in Rear Cover) 
 

The 081 board is the most common in the M-PA series radios, as it could be configured through loading 

different versions of radio firmware (also known as FLASHCODE), depending on the operational 

requirements.  This included both conventional and EDACS trunked operation, with or without digital voice 

support. 

This was in contrast the two earlier boards: original HARDCODED for conventional operation and the 628 

which supported EDACS trunking.  These earlier generation boards, although still quite useful, simply did 

not have the flexibility of use that the 081 board did. 
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All three of the boards install into the radio in the same mounting position and connect with the same 

points in the front housing.  This is good to keep in mind, especially if you are scrounging parts to 

construct the specific configuration you need (frequency band, options, etc.), and are using components 

from several radios to create your desired result.  EVERYTHING IS INTERCHANGEABLE.  PERIOD!  

Found a great front cover, but the logic board is bad.  Not a problem.  Yank the bad board and replace 

with a working one.  The options are almost limitless… 

DAUGHTER BOARDS: 

The M-PA radio supports a total of four different digital voice ‘daughter’ board which install onto the 081 

board through three separate in-line connectors on the bottom (speaker side) of the board, which when 

installed into the front case housing, will face forward in the radio. 

081 Control/Logic Board, with digital voice board installed. 

 

344A3659P4 AEGIS/VG VGE Module installed 
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The four different digital voice boards are: 

 344A3659P1 VG DES Module 

 344A3659P2 VG VGE Module 

 344A3659P3 AEGIS/VG DES Module 

 344A3659P4 AEGIS/VG VGE Module 

The VG boards support either clear (analog) voice or encrypted digital voice (DES or VGE algorithm) in the 

older VoiceGuard (VG) digital voice format.  They do not support unencrypted digital voice. 

The second generation AEGIS boards added a new and improved digital voice format with better error 

correction and an overall better recovered voice quality.  Supported UNENCRYPTED DIGITAL VOICE 

communications in addition to analog voice and DES or VGE encryption.  And were 100% backwards 

compatible to the earlier VoiceGuard format. 

344A3659P1 VG DES Module (top and bottom sides shown) 
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Keep in mind that over the evolution of the product line, that there were component changes and 

alterations done as the technology progressed.  One example can be seen in the photo below of P1 and 

P4 digital voice boards.  At first look, it appears that the P4 board is missing a major chip and a quantity 

of chip components in the upper-right hand corner.  This seeming major component change was due to 

improved software and technology.  Doing more with less. 

344A3659P1 VG DES Module (left) 344A3659P4 AEGIS/VG VGE Module (right) 

 

 

CRYPTOGRAPHIC ZEROIZE SWITCH – How to Disable: 

As I briefly mentioned in an earlier installment, the 081 control/logic board when equipped with a DES 

encryption digital voice board has a security feature were if the radio is physically disassembled, the radio 

upon sending the case is being opened with zeroize the stored cryptographic code keys.  This was a 

security requirement from the US Government.   

For our purposes, this could become an issue, and inadvertently cause the loss of secure communications 

at a critical moment.   
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To disable this function, it is a simple task of soldering a jumper across the switch [SW1] contacts. 

081 Control/Logic Board 

 

 

 

 

 

 

To bypass the zeroize switch, you only need to bridge the 

switch contacts with some solder after removing the 

plastic switch cover.  


